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the Rational Speech Acts framework
Conversation participants reason about each others’ behavior 
to optimize their contributions (Frank & Goodman 2012)

Speaker: p(u|w) ∝ p(w|u) p(u)
Listener: p(w|u) ∝ p(u|w) p(w)



The Rational Speech Acts model

Listener: p(meaning|utterance)
p(meaning|utterance) ∝
                                    p(utterance|meaning)p(meaning)

Frank & Goodman (2012)

Speaker: p(utterance|meaning)
p(utterance|meaning) ∝ 
                                     p(meaning|utterance) p(utterance)



Literal Truth is Discounted by Prior Probability

p(          |              ) ∝ p(             |          )p(        )

p(          |              ) ∝ p(             |          )p(        )
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Literal Truth is Discounted by Prior Probability

p(          |              ) ∝ p(             |          )p(         )

                                 ∝ (0.7)(0.01)
                                 ∝ 0.007

p(          |              ) ∝ p(             |          )p(        )
                                 ∝ (0.3)(0.99)
                                 ∝ 0.297
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the Rational Speech Acts framework
Conversation participants reason about each others’ behavior 
to optimize their contributions (Frank & Goodman 2012)

Speaker: p(u|w) ∝ p(w|u) p(u)
Listener: p(w|u) ∝ p(u|w) p(w)



multi-turn conversations in the RSA

Image credit to annares on OpenClipArt



what does the RSA currently do?

Utterance

Observation

Interpretation RSA SpeakerRSA Listener

Triangle!

Speaker: p(u|w) ∝ p(w|u) p(u)Listener: p(w|u) ∝ p(u|w) p(w)
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utterances update the common ground
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The goal of conversation is to pool information (Lewis 1979)



utterance selection depends on the common ground
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but participants hold private beliefs!
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beliefs are somewhat stable…
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but participants also learn from each other
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wait, do we always understand each other?



key issues for multi-turn conversations

Issue 1: How should the Common Ground be modeled?

Issue 2: How should the Common Ground be updated?

Issue 3: How should the beliefs of participants be updated?

Issue 4: How should observations be sampled?



issue 1: how should the common ground be modeled?

Proposal: 
Model the Common Ground as a distribution over possible worlds.

Proposal: 
Each participant maintains their own representation of the 
Common Ground (CGA, CGB, etc).

In a coherent discourse, there is no divergence between Common 
Ground representations.



issue 2: how should the common ground be updated?

Proposal: 
The Common Ground is updated with the result of the Pragmatic 
Listener computation multiplied by a learning rate.

(Listeners do not always accept the speaker’s contribution fully.)

Variant 1: 
The speaker and listener use different learning rates.

Variant 2: 
The listener’s learning rate varies based on their uncertainty 
(measured as the entropy of their belief distribution).



issue 3: how should participants beliefs be updated?

Proposal: 
The listener updates their belief representation with the result of the 
Pragmatic Listener computation multiplied by a learning rate.

(Listeners do not always believe the speaker.)



issue 4: how should observations be sampled?

Weighted Sampling: 
Sample a world from the speaker’s belief distribution according to 
its probability.

Thresholded Sampling: 
Only sample worlds that meet a certain probability threshold in the 
speaker’s belief distribution.

Difference-based Sampling: 
Sample worlds based on their Common Ground update potential.
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multi-turn conversation



a new direction for the RSA

Controversial claim: 

If the goal of the RSA is to model rational conversational 
behavior, it maximizes the wrong probability.

The RSA speaker currently selects the utterance that best 
describes the observed world. 

But for multi-turn conversations, the right objective is to 
select the utterance that minimizes the entropy of the 
Common Ground.


















